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A.)  Since hemp lacks nectar, bees aren't that fond of it.  
  

B.)  Oklahoma has their voting date for adult-use cannabis! March 7, 2023! 
  

C.) After a year of legalization in "green" counties, Montana has begun 
turning some "red" counties "green." 
  

D.) THC levels predict how much a consumer will like product more so than 
terpenes.  

  
 

SEE IF YOU KNOW THE ANSWER HERE. When you vote, you'll get links to some 
bonus articles about A-D on the thank you page!  

 
Do you think your friends can guess right? Forward to them & see!  

Pick the TRUE statement! 

CANNABIS CHANGES & CULTURE 

You can setup a Google Alert to 
send regular emails to your 
inbox! Your keyword alert 
triggers a newsletter style email 
from Google, presenting you with 
pictures, links, and preview text. 
Learn how to set it up!  

Want to Easily Stay 
in the Loop? 

Learn More 

A recent survey of 2,000 US adults 
sponsored by Curaleaf found that 91% of 
US adults who consume cannabis do so for 
"health and wellness purposes." Common 
reasons included to relax (52%), help with 
sleep (49%), and reduce anxiety (41%).  

Not Just to Get High 

Get More Info 

Can you use bubble hash for cooking? How 
do you make cannabis-infused Pad Thai? 
How is the right consistency for 
cannahoney  achieved? How do you make 
cannabis oil to transform Cheez-Its to Weez-
Its? These and more are answered on The 
Cannigma!  

Cannabis Recipes 

Get Recipes 

We Have MORE 
FAQs for You!  

 

View them here. 
 
Do you have your own 
question(s)? We would 
love to hear about them! 
Send us an email. 

Washington's Cannabis Central 
Reporting System (CCRS) will 
have an update fully released to 
CCRS production on Jan 9, 2023. 
Get more information the new 
features for preproduction.  

See More 

Cannabis Central 
Reporting 

Jumping Into 2023 
1. There might be hope yet for Google ads!  

2. Know what content gets read the most.  

3. Read about Predictions for data, 

technology, & more here. 

4. View a 2023 roadmap—what, when, & 

where. 

5. Register for the Aug. Cannabis 

Conference.  

6. Read about how to sell more to retailers. 

7. Know the current "hot strains." 

8. Know what other owners are going 

through. 

9. Stay in the loop with recent legal trends.  

10. Recap on 2022 and then full steam ahead! 
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